Course Report August / September 2016 v1.2
In speaking with our Greenkeeping Team, we have tried to summarise recent
processes on the course along with some future short term operations planned,
at August / September 2016:
Greens Maintenance - Micro Aeration Hollow Core
The team undertook a micro aeration hollow core of all greens in August with great success.

The micro aeration caused minimal
surface disturbance and after top
dressing, effects were substantially
reduced with good surfaces returning
very quickly.
This type of work remains an essential
part of the course maintenance
process, especially as we approach the
winter months where greens
playability is often reliant upon
efficient drainage.
It also promotes healthy growth and
better surfaces.

Air2g2 Unit

The Air2g2 unit will now be deployed
in September as an extension to the
Greens Maintenance.

Again minimal surface disturbance
is anticipated. (See my last report
for an in depth explanation of how
this system works)

Rough
The recent application of 'Rescue Spray' to help control the 'Yorkshire fog' type grasses has
been very favorable.
This example on the 1st Hole shows
the browning and dying back of the
thicker grasses which has been
replicated across the course.
The team intends to over seed certain
areas with fescue grasses in the next
month.

A Hole to Far - That Augusta Feeling

With the good weather and hard work the
speed of the greens has been very consistent
and reasonably fast. The recent Wednesday
medal however highlighted that when you
double cut, iron and put the pin close to a
slope you might create a bit of a challenge.
The 11th Hole was the case in point, so much
so, my phone rang off the hook! With an
average score of 6.61 from the 110 players, it
proved a real challenge although 13 people did
manage Par! I suppose it was a taste of what
the pro's face at the U.S. Masters in Augusta
every year, but not one we might wish to
repeat!

It's for the Birds and Others
The staff at Coxmoor never fail to impress me, a recent collaboration between Tony our
handyman and the Greens Team resulted in a number of Bird Boxes / Nesting Boxes being
deployed across the course.
Tony handmade each box and reflects his passion not just for nature but the wellbeing of the
diverse species of birds the course has, including the large owl that lives near the 9th hole.

Nesting Boxes for all sizes

Tony fitting the Nest Boxes

Here we see 9 of the Bird Nesting
boxes Tony has made along with a
Insect House shown below!
Lots of recent sightings of Sand Lizards
too, with one recently sunning itself
by the 9th Tee!!

Sand Lizard Sunning Itself

All fixed and ready to move in!

Insect Heaven

COXMOOR GOLF CLUB WINTER PROGRAMME 2016/17
Coxmoor Golf Club's programme of course development will continue in this years winter
programme in line with the clubs published vision and mission statement. This year's winter
programme is again a challenging mix of development, consolidation and innovation. This
document is a minimum of what is hoped to be achieved, however may be amended or
constrained due to financial, engineering or other external factors affecting the work programme.
Bunker Renovation / Installation Programme
8th HOLE - Installation of 3 fairway bunkers. Remove Hedge Line.

*Please note that some annotation
has been removed from the cropped
pictures, this is for illustration
puposes only, to highlight this years

*

work programe.

This year's bunker programme will
begin in October and members are
asked for patience as construction
and landscaping takes place.
Bunker Proposals are extracts from
the Ken Moodie and Ken Brown
report which is available from the
club website or in the blue folder
located in the clubhouse.

9th HOLE - Installation of 2 Fairway Bunkers, 1 Greenside Bunker. Renovation and Remodelling
of 2 existing Greenside bunkers.

*

The design type, measurements and
construction of the bunkers will be
displayed in the clubhouse and in a
future course report.

14th HOLE - Renovation and Remodelling of 3 existing Greenside Bunkers.

*

15th Hole - Installation of one Fairway Bunker

*

WOODLAND WORK
The focus of this year's woodland work mirrors our commitment to sustainable tree management
in partnership with the Sherwood Forest Trust.
8th and 9th HOLE
Thin trees encroaching on the left
and right of the drive from the 9th
Tee and to also allow a view of the
newly installed fairway bunker(s).
Thin trees to right of the 8th green.

12th HOLE

Thin trees on the right side from the
12th Tee to the Machine path at the
start of the 12th fairway.

5th HOLE

Remove a number of trees on
the inside of the ditch (greenside)
to allow light and air into the rear of
the 5th green and surrounds.

Path Development
5th Hole Path

Construct new path through the
trees to the left side and behind the
5th Green.
Landscape the rutted and worn
area to left of the green.

10th Hole Path

Construct Path to the Left side of
the 10th Hole.

Course / Hole Development
We will be meeting with Ken Moodie and Ken Brown in August and September to review our progress to
date and begin marking out for the bunker programme this winter.

.

11th Hole - A review of the 11th Hole will take place with the course designers to identify any further
potential to develop the current layout of the hole, before the course re-rating by England golf in 2018/19.
As any plans develop we will communicate them as normal.
Par 3 Feasability Study
A feasability study of a Par 3 development in the Sand Quarry between the 8th and 12th Hole.
Working with Course architects and David Ridley, we will look at the potential of developing a
Par 3 hole in this area. This would allow us to look at using the whole area of the current 10th hole with
the potential to merge this with the existing short game area at least doubling (or more) the current practice
facility. Again as any plans develop we will communicate them as normal.

Boundary Hedge
Plant Evergreen Boundary Hedge along Derby Road

New Practice Area

Construct practice tee and steps to
car park (Observatory).
The area shown is being seeded in
September 2016 as described in the
July course report.

Other Winter Work
Aeration of fairways, greens and tees will be an ongoing process. Hollow coring, verti-draining,
slitting and other aeration methods will be deployed throughout the winter.
Inspection and clearing of ditches and other drainage will be a regular process throughout the
winter.
Paul Orton
Greens Chair

